A study on small-world brain functional networks altered by postherpetic neuralgia
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Introduction: Living with chronic pain impacts one’s life quality negatively. Peripheral neuropathic pain (PNP), originated from injury or dysfunction of peripheral nerves, has been revealed to cause a change of connections among central neurons [1,2,3]. As a common type of PNP, postherpetic neuralgia (PHN) is caused by the reactivation of the varicella zoster virus, which travels along nerve cells, and produces pain in the infected region [4]. In fact, PHN is a prototypical human chronic neuropathic condition for exhibiting multiple signs of peripheral and central neuropathy [5]. Some studies have explored the effects of PHN pain on brain activity [6,7,8]. Their results showed that brain activations with spontaneous PHN pain included affective, sensory-discriminative, emotion, hemodins, reward, and punishment areas. And most of activations decreased after treatment by Lidoderm [7]. Also the connectivity between several regions and putamen was altered for PHN patients [8]. Up to now, however, there is no investigation concerning topological organization of functional networks in the whole brain related to PHN pain. The small-world networks is an attractive model to describe complex networks by providing quantitative parameters [9,10], given that functional connectivity between different brain regions was modulated by PHN [8], the small-world brain functional networks are hypothesized in the current study with their properties altered by PHN pain.

Materials and Methods: Twenty-six right-handed subjects (13 patients suffering from PHN and 13 control healthy subjects) participated in the study (7 males, 6 females for both groups). The average age of the PHN group was 65.9 (range 52-77) and that of the healthy controls was 64.5 (range 52-76) years old (two tailed t-test, p = 0.78). PHN pain was localized on the left side of body region for the 13 patients. All of these patients were assessed using a mechanical Visual Analog Scale (VAS) from 0 to 10 (the highest tolerable pain) to rate the pain intensity levels [7,8]. The duration was 8.5 minutes for all subjects. The scan time was 8.5 minutes for all subjects. All MRI experiments were performed using a General Electric 3T Signa system (GE Medical Systems, Waukesha, WI) with a standard head coil. Functional data were acquired using a double readout spiral-out sequence with simultaneous Gradient-echo blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) and cerebral blood flow (CBF) acquisitions, at short and long TEs, respectively [11,12]. Both readouts utilized slice thickness / gap (THK) of 8.0 / 2.0 mm with 3.6 x 3.6 mm² in-plane resolution, using a 230 mm² field of view (FOV) with a 64 x 64 acquisition matrix, a repetition time (TR) of 3000 ms and a 90° flip angle. CBF/BOLD readouts were acquired at TEs of 3.1/30 ms, respectively, covering 12 axial slices of the whole cerebrum. The set consisted of 170 functional contiguous axial images.

In the study, the network cost (0.05 to 0.4, with an incremental interval of 0.05) was used for threshold measurement [9,14]. Several small-world parameters of the network nodes were obtained, including clustering coefficient (Cp), characteristic path length (Lp), global efficiency (Eglob), local efficiency (Eloc), integrated regional nodal efficiency (i.e. the area under the curve with the cost ranged from 0.05 to 0.4 for regional nodal efficiency). [9,15,16]. To estimate the small-world properties, 100 degree-matched random networks were generated.

Results: At a wide range of cost threshold, the brain networks of the PHN group demonstrated lower clustering coefficients and local efficiencies compared with the healthy controls. Statistical analysis further revealed that there were significantly different changes (two-sample two-tailed t-test, p < 0.05) in Cp values (0.09< cost < 0.1525, black asterisks in Fig1) and local efficiencies (0.1025< cost < 0.1075, 0.1125< cost < 0.1175< cost < 0.23, black asterisks in Fig1) in a range of cost, whereas there was no significant difference in Lp and Eglob between the two groups. To further reveal the influence on regionally nodal characteristics of the brain networks, the group differences in integrated nodal efficiency were compared (two-sample two-tailed t-test, p < 0.05). The PHN case demonstrated significant decreases of nodal efficiency in the right inferior orbitofrontal cortex, pallidum, left parahippocampal gyrus, fusiform gyrus, thalamus and inferior temporal gyrus and increases in the left olfactory cortex in comparison with the healthy controls. These results suggest that the nodal efficiency of brain functional networks was profoundly affected by PHN.

Discussion and Conclusion: Although both the PHN and healthy controls showed small-world attributes in their brain functional networks (higher Cg/Eglob and an approximately equivalent Lp/Eglob in comparison with random networks) [9,10], the decreased Cg and Eglob combined with non-significantly changed Lp and Eglob for PHN compared with healthy subjects made the network topology of PHN exhibit tendency of a shift toward random networks (see Fig 1). In summary, this is the first study to reveal small-world properties of brain functional networks in PHN. A tendency of shift toward random networks for PHN was observed. Moreover, the nodal efficiency was altered for PHN. Our results suggested that the widely distributed functional brain networks were altered in PHN, thus providing further evidence for brain dysfunction associated with PHN.